
Furniture designed for inspiring
educational environments.



We have done our homework.
Educational environments no longer look like they used to. Nowadays, 
teaching is being done in new, innovative and flexible ways. The individual 
and creativity are now more in focus as are ways to meet the demands for 
ergonomic and smart solutions. It is time for furniture to live up to reality, 
where design and function meet.

Here, we will present a selection of our designed products specially adapted 
for educational environments. Stools, bar stools, chairs, armchairs, benches, 
easy chairs, sofas, tables, clothing storage, magazine holders, waste assort-
ment and complementary accessories.



Stools/Bar stools
A multifunctional piece of furniture that is useful in many diffe-
rent contexts. Comfortable to sit on, easy to move and often 
stackable. We always apply a sustainability mindset to our 
design, materials and the lifetime of the products.
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Motus

Plint

Patch

Boullée

Domino

Anagram

Neo

Rocca

Mr T

Neo Lite

CapPut our stools 
to the test.

Stools/Bar stools Stools/Bar stools



Chairs/Armchairs
It is sometimes underestimated, but chairs are and will continue 
to be an important part of functional educational environments. 
Being able to sit comfortably for an entire lesson or lecture 
makes it easier to focus on what is important. We have a wide 
range to suit many different needs.
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A study in 
comfortable 
seating.

Anagram Motus

Neo Lite

Pax

Palette

Chairs/Armchairs Chairs/Armchairs

Domino Total chair trolley
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Benches
An adaptable, aesthetically pleasing piece of furniture that can 
be placed wherever it is needed at the moment. Takes up little 
space but nonetheless seats many. Dare to push the bounda-
ries, a bench doesn’t always have to be traditional.
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Cobble

A+ marks.

Lean In

Fat

Picnic

Longo

Avant

Domino

Benches Benches

Monolite
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Easy chairs/sofas
The perfect meeting place to study, debate, do group work or 
talk about life. Or to be in one’s own bubble for a while. The 
combination of comfort, function and design never fails.
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Monolite high back

Monolite low back

Some of our
favourite subjects.

Monolite compartment

Point low back

Easy chairs/Sofas Easy chairs/Sofas

Clip

Alto sh 630 mm

Point high backAlto sh 450 mm
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Easy chairs/Sofas Easy chairs/Sofas

Park

Today

Oas

Ambient

Longo

Frame



Tables
Moveable, foldable and functional. Tables developed and 
designed for educational environments and public spaces. 
For writing, dining and hanging out – in short, tables that 
just fit into the educational plan.
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Uni folding table

Uni

Consistently
high marks. 

Soho

Tables Tables

Uni Large

Cobra

Amore

Monolite

Domino
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Vagabond Project

Vagabond Duo

Vagabond

Vagabond Screen

Tables Tables

PicnicCurling

Ava

Hopper
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Our clothing storage takes up little space, but its design 
is significant. The same goes for our magazine holders. A 
functional design where magazines become an integrated 
part of the furniture’s expression.

Clothes storage/
Magazine holders
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Hang on, or read on.

Krokus

Clothes storage/Magazine holders Clothes storage/Magazine holders

Array

Cactus

Vågspel
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Clothes storage/Magazine holders Clothes storage/Magazine holders

Subway

Hang Up

Hanger

Gobble
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Waste assortment/Others
If you need to throw something away, throw it away in style. 
One has sorting options, one is extra innovative and one 
swells with the rubbish it is filled with. Under “others” we 
have gathered complementary accessories, everything from 
an office kit to a smart box.

Waste assortment/Others

Trio

Bin

Picnic

Pop/Pop Mini

Vagabond Office Kit
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ideas materialized


